The Church in Uganda

Your Lord Bishops:
Your Highness
Lucy-abasaja

Ladies and gentlemen:

When my Bishop..... miss-going.... (w) went to say and (w) feared to stand....

But I took courage.... was steadied

Now the Church in Uganda.

The Church in Uganda to me and like.....

and so far times..... undoing of a fall.

The first stage..... babehood,

In this stage Mackay and Mulock and others to lay foundation.....

Ends..... a todlle.

The second stage..... begins to speak.

Everyone is interested in him.

For the next.... more ability.

Perhaps it is the ripest....

Bishop Tucker and Kagugu and many others engaged in this mouldify....

The Third stage is that of 1st adolescence. about 9-13 or 14.

Many things...... signs of growth and the child becomes trunk.

But wise pan.

If he is guided well signs.

If he is lively..... if he fears...

Bishop Willis and others....

The Unfortunate King: Many of...
And thus we enter our full adolescence.
The church being lively at the other.

Some people       

The time      but the good
Corn is time to grow up slowly but sure

And Bish. Str. of his colleague....

Can't try to nourish the church
So that it grows till we.

The nourishment ample:

and not in one direction:
   a) In schools       
   b) In medical w....
   c) In evangelism....
   d) In the African given greatness....

and past...

Now as to the sins in the church
I am the king of three worst ones:

Drin(k) Jealousy and Rumours.

Drin(k) which is also the source of many
utter vices such as sex. vice, is the
greatest greatest sin to-day and.....

Jealousy - many of.... I don't

Know........ but it is hidden.... by ...

Suspicion & distrust.

Rumours - since 1945 we have.....

Rumour mongering in the face of Prop.
ev Section that is 1 said....

The greatest earth....
I remember B2 Agony....

I used to be...... but then I learnt...

From the what I know and you can perhaps derive
how such a country can be of immense good.
But the appearance of the Balakole... De Bul. world... The rest
Bish. st. accuses us... Here, su.

Bishop st. got knuckled... and accused
by both parties... but he muddled through...

Before I sit down... one or two....

We still need your... Our future, unless
... But if miss... learn
African languages... for if a person...

Secondly; I want to ask Bsp.
always...... in the two gen. off. men &
from it is from those two......

Whereas if in those offices the men.
If these two offices can inspire confidence
instead of being at loggerheads with the educated Afr.
And lastly I want to say a word as to how more ch. Jr. can be alt.

Rg. in the early days ....... to judge mooth sh. "Get ......." and in order to get the ch. we need well ed. men in the M.

But the S. of ch. ...... can never ......

I do not want to blame ...... except to say what shall we do now?

I'm forced a theory in 1942 and discuss ....... and for the P. ....

This is the theory: let us aim at getting having chaplains in all our big. sch; in s.s. M.T chaplaz; in p.s., p. 1-12 ch. who all will draw their salaries as teachers. In this way we would build the life of schools on's for later on they will become headmasters, and
as times goes they will become P. Ds. In this way the Church will have an educated clergy, whose influence will be immense in the whole life of the country. I leave it to the Bishop and his advisers here and in Uy. to consider it.

And with that I close my remarks on the Church of Uy. as I see it.